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ABSTRACT With the rapid development of improved breeding equipment and information technology,
computer-aided decision-making in plant breeding evaluation can help solve the problems associated with
high-throughput demand and insufficient experience of breeders in modern large-scale field breeding
experiments. Many linear models have made great contributions to the development of breeding evaluation
although they are based on a wrong assumption of attribute independence. This paper proposes a unified
coupled representation that integrates intra-coupled and inter-coupled relationships to capture the interde-
pendence among quantitative traits by addressing coupling context and coupling weights. Moreover, a hybrid
scheme of the linear correlation and ordinal relation is introduced to express the coupling relationship with
a preset parameter that balances the contributions so as to capture both relative and absolute performance
in cultivar selection and breeding evaluation. A framework that includes data preprocessing, coupled data
representation, feature selection, prediction model construction, and assisted decision-making is our overall
solution for the plant breeding evaluation task. Experiments on real plant breeding data sets demonstrated the
effectiveness of coupled representation for elucidating the quantitative phenotypic traits and the advantages
of the proposed plant breeding evaluation algorithm compared with benchmark algorithms.

INDEX TERMS Breeding evaluation, coupled representation, quantitative phenotypic traits, feature selec-
tion, decision support systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
Food security is a key issue worldwide because feeding the
several billion people on this planet is a serious challenge,
especially with the pressure of global environmental change.
It has been estimated that crop production must double by
2050 to meet the predicted production demands of the global
population [1]. Moreover, land degradation and water con-
tamination, climate change, sociocultural developments (e.g.,
dietary preference of meat protein), governmental policies,
and market fluctuations add uncertainties to food security [2].
Breeding and promotion of quality varieties with high and
stable yields is the most important and effective way to
guarantee agricultural production and food security, and this
is the fundamental driving force underlying seed industry
innovation and development [3].

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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Breeding and evaluation of plant varieties in the modern
seed industry is based on a large amount of information
from previously conducted tests and professional knowledge
during the multiple life cycles of crops, and this process
involves continuous selection from tens of thousands or even
hundreds of thousands of individuals. Crop breeding strate-
gies have gradually shifted from yield-based approaches to
comprehensive consideration of yield, quality, water conser-
vation, and stress resistance (i.e., drought tolerance, salinity
tolerance, disease and pest resistance), to adapt to changes
in the environmental pressure, food production situation, and
consumption preferences [4]. This shift has brought new
requirements for breeding technologies and great progress
has been made.

Molecular breeding is an emerging breeding technology
that has great potential. The most commonly applied molec-
ular tools for crop breeding are molecular markers, which
are variations at the DNA level that are used to track and
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monitor specific regions of the genomes during crossing
and selection. This approach can provide important infor-
mation for parental selection, genetic diversity estimation,
reducing linkage drags, and genomics-assisted breeding [4].
The applications of marker-assisted selection for crop breed-
ing, including marker-assisted backcrossing, marker-assisted
gene pyramiding, marker-assisted recurrent selection, and
genome-wide or genomic selection, have increased because
of their low cost, high read accuracy, and competing sequenc-
ing systems with abundant successes in developing cultivars
in rice, maize, legume, horticultural crops, and several long
juvenile species [5]. The production and evaluation of genet-
ically modified crops are other active areas of molecular
breeding. Because genetic modification (GM) can generate
novel variations beyond those that occur naturally, it is
considered to be a major contributor for future crop variety
innovation [4]. GM is a powerful tool to create novel alleles,
promote superior alleles, and remove deleterious effect alleles
[6]. However, access to GM technology is currently restricted
in many countries owing to political and bioethical issues [4].

Besides genotype data, phenotype data also are an impor-
tant part of molecular breeding. For example, phenotype data
can be used to train prediction models in genomic selection;
a single phenotypic cycle can be used to identify markers that
are then used in marker-assisted recurrent selection through
generations; and phenotypes can be used to verify the effect
of transgenic studies [7]. Therefore, detecting associations
between genotypes and phenotypes should be a significant
component of future crop-breeding programs. However, com-
pared with the large number of genotype studies, studies
of field phenotypes lag dramatically, which has limited the
ability to dissect genetic variations of crops [6]. Fortunately,
the rapid development of information technology and its
applications in plant breeding have facilitated the collection
of a lot of breeding-related data using information systems.
High-throughput phenotype platforms offer efficient, non-
invasive, flexible, and low-cost solutions to collect field phe-
notype data to bridge this gap using technologies such as
novel sensors, image analysis and modeling, robotics, and
remote control [7]–[11]. In addition, some breeding data
management software programs, such as GoldenSeed , NBS,
AGROBASE , and PRISM , have been developed to manage
various types of breeding data, including genotype, pheno-
type, and environmental data, and breeding information [12].
This makes possible the comprehensive use of multidimen-
sional breeding data. Therefore, breeder-friendly analytical
and decision support tools will be very helpful.

Without affordable and easy to use tools, these new molec-
ular breeding technologies are inaccessible for poor-resource
breeding programs, and the logistics of sending plant tissue
samples for analysis in a timely manner can be prohibitive,
especially in under-resourced countries [4]. In such coun-
tries, conventional breeding is still the main way to improve
crop cultivars. Initially, plant breeders developed cultivars
that they perceived to have traits that met their breeding
objectives, such as high yield, superior quality, and disease

resistance, by observing the phenotypes and selecting cul-
tivars based on intuition and/or experience; multiple trait
selection is common in this circumstance. Breeders of dif-
ferent crop species have different strategies for selecting the
primary traits of interest, but the main goal is to balance
the relative importance of different traits [13]. For example,
a new cultivar may have superior yield to other cultivars
used in production, but if the higher yielding cultivar has
deficiencies associated with disease resistance, or poor heat
and drought tolerance, the stability of superior yield cannot
be guaranteed and may cause serious production issues under
extreme climate conditions.

Therefore, quantitative genetic studies, which have empha-
sized that information on the inheritance of quantitative traits
can be used to plan breeding strategies for cultivar devel-
opment, were conducted to balance trait selection, infer the
types of genetic effects that are important, and determine
how selection methods could be modified to enhance cultivar
development and enhance germplasm pools [13]. Addition-
ally, a variety of statistical analyses have been introduced,
such as variance analysis, selection index theory, best linear
unbiased prediction, principal component analysis, associa-
tion analysis, analytic hierarchy process, grey breeding sci-
ence, and similarity-difference theory [14], [15].

These methods have made great contributions to the devel-
opment of breeding evaluation by effectively improving the
degree of dataization and informationization of plant breed-
ing evaluation technology through the analysis and utiliza-
tion of quantitative trait data [16]. Linear models are the
most commonly applied statistical approaches to analyze
phenotype data based on the assumption of attribute inde-
pendence [7]. However, this assumption may not be satisfied
in breeding programs, in which the traits generally inter-
act and are coupled via explicit or implicit relationships.
For example, the theoretical yield of rice is calculated from
three traits of real grains per panicle, 1000-grain weight, and
effective panicles, which indicates the coupling relationship
between the theoretical yield and the other three traits from
a theoretical perspective. Table 1 uses the Pearson correla-
tions to describe the relations between six traits from a very
early spring maize trial. It can be found that the correlations
between different traits varies greatly. Standard yield and plot
yield are strongly related (0.88), whereas moisture content
is inversely related with standard yield (-0.39), while stalk
lodging and root lodging are almost irrelevant (-0.01). This
verifies the existence of the coupling relationship among
traits from a practical perspective. As a result, the effective
expression of the coupling relationship among traits should
be the basis of breeding data analysis and decision-making.

Coupled feature representation has been demonstrated
to be an effective solution that describes the relationships
among quantitative data in many real-world data sets [17],
[18]. The coupling relationships include both intra-coupled
interactions within an attribute and inter-coupled interactions
among different attributes. Both relationships are introduced
into the plant breeding evaluation task by decoupling the
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TABLE 1. Correlations between six maize traits.

relationship among traits to solve the independence problem.
Conventionally, the intra-coupled and inter-coupled rela-
tionships are calculated separately, and then merged while
representation. This paper proposes a unified coupled repre-
sentation that integrates both intra-coupled and inter-coupled
interactions among quantitative traits in one form. It provides
a concise expression and improves the calculation efficiency.
In addition, the linear correlation (e.g., Pearson correlation
coefficient) is always treated as suitable for describing the
relationships among quantitative data [17]. However, in plant
breeding, the ordinal relationship is also important, because
plant breeders develop cultivars by selecting individuals from
a population that perform better rather than the ones that
achieve a specific performance (e.g., an 18 t/hm2 rice yield).
Therefore, a hybrid relationship of the linear correlation and
ordinal relation is proposed to express the coupling relation-
ship with a preset parameter that balances the contributions of
these two parts. On the basis of this coupled representation,
a plant breeding evaluation framework that includes data
preprocessing, coupled data representation, feature selection,
prediction model construction, and assisted decision-making
is proposed as an overall solution for the plant breeding
evaluation task.

The following parts of this paper are organized as follows:
section II (‘‘Coupled Feature Representation’’) introduces the
coupled feature representation for plant breeding evaluation;
section III (‘‘Plant Breeding Evaluation’’) proposes a plant
breeding evaluation framework and algorithm; section IV
(‘‘Experiments’’) demonstrates the effectiveness of the cou-
pled representation and plant breeding evaluation algorithm
based on experiment results on real plant breeding data sets
and discussion. Finally, section V (‘‘Conclusions’’) summa-
rizes the contributions of this paper.

II. COUPLED FEATURE REPRESENTATION
In real-world data, coupling refers to any relationship
between two or more aspects, such as co-occurrence, neigh-
borhood, dependency, linkage, correlation, or causality. There
are many kinds of coupling layers (including entity coupling,
property coupling, context coupling, interaction coupling,
and learning coupling) and coupling forms (including serial
coupling, causal coupling, synchronous coupling, exclusive
coupling, and dependent coupling) [18]. Based on coupled
attribute analysis, the coupling relationships of attributes
are typically intra-coupled interactions within an attribute

and inter-coupled interactions between attributes [19], [20].
In this paper, the coupling relationships of quantitative traits
are represented in a similar way.

Because the phenotypic traits of cultivars are affected by
both genetic and environmental factors [13], the quantitative
data from different trials cannot be directly compared based
on environment. The plant breeding evaluation data is split
by trials. The data in one trial can be represented as <
C,T ,E >, where C = {c1, . . . , cm} is a set of cultivars (m is
the number of cultivars); T = {T1, . . . ,Tn} is the quantitative
trait set (n is the number of traits) that describes the cultivars,
in which Tj = {t

j
1, . . . , t

j
m} includes the quantitative values of

all cultivars in C according to trait j, where t ji is the value of
cultivar ci according to trait j; and E = {e1, . . . , em} is the
evaluation set where ei is the evaluation result of ci.

The Pearson correlation coefficient is commonly used to
describe the relationship between continuous attributes. For
plant breeding evaluation, the Pearson correlation coefficient
between two traits can be defined as:

Cor(Tj,Tk ) =

∑m
i=1(t

j
i − Tj)(t

k
i − Tk )∑m

i=1(t
j
i − Tj)

2
∑m

i=1(t
k
i − Tk )

2
, (1)

where Tj, Tk are the respective mean values of Tj, Tk .
However, the Pearson correlation coefficient only evalu-

ates the linear relationship between two traits. To further
describe the nonlinear relationship functions, inspired by the
idea of Taylor expansion, a Taylor-like series to quantify the
global dependency was proposed in [17]. Because any ana-
lytic function can be approximated by its Taylor polynomials,
the global relationship (both linear and nonlinear) between
traits can be represented by the linear correlations between
attributes and their extended powers. In this circumstance,
the original trait data should be transformed to a Taylor-like
form T L , which can be defined as:

T L={T11,T12, . . . ,T1L ,T21,T22, . . . ,T2L , . . . ,TnL}, (2)

where L is the maximum expansion power, and Tjp indicates
the p − th power of the corresponding value of trait j, which
can be calculated as:

Tjp = {〈t
j
1〉
p, 〈t j2〉

p, . . . , 〈t jm〉
p
}, p ∈ (1,L), (3)

where 〈t ji 〉
p is the p− th power of t ji .

Based on the extended trait data T L , for target trait j,
the intra-coupled interaction is quantified as the coupling
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relationships between attribute Tj and its powers Tjp [17].
This interaction can be defined as:

Ra(Tj) =


θ11(j) θ12(j) · · · θ1L(j)
θ21(j) θ22(j) · · · θ2L(j)
...

...
. . .

...

θL1(j) θL2(j) · · · θLL(j)

 , (4)

where θpq(j) = C(Tjp,Tjq) is the coupling relationship
between Tjp and Tjq.

Moreover, the inter-coupled interaction captured the cou-
pling relationships between each trait Tj, which includes
{Tj1, · · · ,TjL}, and all the powers of other traits {Tk}k 6=j [17].
This interaction can be defined as:

Re(Tj|{Tk}k 6=j)

=


η11(j|k1)· · ·η1L(j|k1)· · ·η11(j|kn−1)· · ·η1L(j|kn−1)
η21(j|k1)· · ·η2L(j|k1)· · ·η21(j|kn−1)· · ·η2L(j|kn−1)

...
. . .

...
. . .

...
. . .

...

ηL1(j|k1)· · ·ηLL(j|k1)· · ·ηL1(j|kn−1)· · ·ηLL(j|kn−1)

 ,

(5)

where ηpq(j|ki) = C(Tjp,Tkiq) is the coupling relationship
between Tjp and Tkiq.
These intra-coupled and inter-coupled interactions of

quantitative traits can be integrated into a unified form, Ru,
which can be defined as:

In this unified form, the intra-coupled interaction of trait j
is the slice of Ru from Ru(jL−L+1, jL−L+1) to Ru(jL, jL),
and the inter-coupled interaction between trait j and trait k is
the slice from Ru(jL−L+1, kL−L+1) to Ru(jL, kL).

Based on this unified coupling relationship matrix,
the extended trait data T L can be transformed into the coupled
representation data T c, which can be defined as:

T c = T L � w⊗ Ru, (7)

where w = [w0,w0, · · · ,w0] is a 1×nL vector concatenated
by n constant vectors w0 = [1/(1!), 1/(2!), · · · , 1/(L!)],
which is a 1×L constant vectors. ‘‘�’’ denotes the Hadamard
product, and ‘‘⊗’’ represents the matrix multiplication.

In general, the coupling relationship between numerical
attributes is expressed by the Pearson correlation coefficient,
that is, C(Tj,Tk ) = Cor(Tj,Tk ). However, there are some
specific modifications that should be incorporated for plant
breeding purposes. Breeders always evaluate the candidate
cultivars based on phenotypic trait performance. For example,
if there are two cultivars with similar performance but dif-
ferent plot yields (i.e., 5.93 and 4.22 kg), the former cultivar
is always considered better because of the bigger plot yield,
but this does not consider the correlation between these plot
yields. In some circumstances, the ordinal relationship is
more important than the correlation for plant breeding eval-
uation. Therefore, the Kendall rank correlation coefficient,
which is a formula for inferring ordinal relationship, is intro-
duced to measure the ordinal association between traits, and

can be defined as:

τ (Tjp,Tkq) =
4P

m(m− 1)
− 1, (8)

where m is the number of cultivars and P is the sum, over all
the cultivars, of cultivars ranked after the given cultivar based
on the values of both traits.

Furthermore, by integrating the linear correlation and ordi-
nal relationship, the coupling relationship can be defined as:

C(Tjp,Tkq)=α ·Cor(Tjp,Tkq)+(1−α)·τ (Tjp,Tkq),

p, q ∈ (1,L), j, k ∈ (1, n), (9)

where α is a preset parameter that balances the contributions
of the Pearson correlation coefficient and Kendall rank cor-
relation coefficient. The general coupling relationship with
the Pearson correlation coefficient is a special case, in which
α = 1.

So far, the global coupled representation for quantitative
traits T c has been obtained. The findings reflected the mutual
influence and interactions of phenotypic traits, and reserved
far more coupling relationships than the original representa-
tion. It was previously demonstrated that coupled represen-
tation may improve classification or cluster performance in
many fields [17], and this is further verified for plant breeding
in the following sections.

III. PLANT BREEDING EVALUATION
A. EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
Plant breeders observe phenotypes and select cultivars that
meet their breeding objectives. Typical plant breeding evalu-
ation results are upgrade, retain, discard [14]. The best culti-
vars always upgrade to the next level, whereas the worst ones
are discarded , and the common cultivars may be retained for
further testing.

The evaluation results are made by plant breeders based
on the comprehensive performance of phenotypic traits of
different cultivars. Therefore, plant breeding evaluation can
be considered a classification task, and a plant breeding eval-
uation framework is proposed (Fig. 1).

Because different traits are measured on different scales
and contain some very large outliers, directly utilizing these
data may slow down or prevent the convergence of many
machine learning algorithms, and even degrade the predictive
performance. Therefore, data preprocessing, as the first step
of the plant breeding evaluation framework, removes outliers
and transforms data into a same scale, and is used to ensure
the robustness and predictive performance.

The assumption that the individual traits of the crop are
independent and identically distributed is not always true.
In fact, there is a complex coupling relationship between
crop performances. Consequently, as introduced in section II,
coupled data representation including data extension and cou-
pling calculation, is used as the second step of the framework.
After this step, the original quantitative traits are transformed
to an nL dimension coupled form that may reflect the mutual
influence and interactions of phenotypic traits.
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FIGURE 1. Framework of plant breeding evaluation based on coupled
feature representation.

However, there might be some redundant or irrelevant
information in the coupled representation, which may lead to
an over-fitting problem. Therefore, the third step is feature
selection to capture the key characteristics of the coupled
traits for plant breeding evaluation.

The fourth step is to train a prediction model by utilizing
the selected coupled traits. As plant breeding evaluation is
considered a classification task, many classification models
can be used to train a prediction model. In this paper, Support
Vector Machine (SVM) was used to accomplish this task. It
should be noted that, although SVM can handle nonlinear
decision boundaries of arbitrary complexity, the linear SVM
is used because nonlinear relationships were obtained by the
Taylor-like expansion and coupled representation.

Based on the trained model, in the final step, a computer-
aided decision on unevaluated cultivars can be made with the
coupled representation of phenotype data.

B. DATA PREPROCESSING
There are three parts in the data preprocessing step.

The first part involves unifying the quantitative method
and the unit of measurement. In plant breeding, some

breeders evaluate traits using different quantitative methods.
For example, some breeders use {1, 2, 3} to measure the
degree of heat tolerance, whereas others prefer {1, 3, 5, 7, 9}.
In addition, some traits require a unified unit of measurement;
for example, we had to choose kg or g as the unified plot field
unit. This step has been conducted in our established ‘‘Golden
seed breeding cloud platform’’ using the trait management
module [12].

The second part involves replacing the outliers. Based
on practical experience, breeders may predefine the value
range of some traits; for example, the plant height of maize
is between 50 and 300 cm. Thus, values out of this range
will be replaced by the corresponding boundary (i.e., t jbmin
for small outliers or t jbmax for large outliers). Moreover, sta-
tistical outliers should also be replaced; that is, for trait j,
data meeting the condition of Equ. 10 should be replaced by
the corresponding maximum or minimum value defined in
Equ. 11:

|t ji − Tj| > K · σj, (10)

t jmin = max(t jbmin,Tj − K · σj)

t jmax = min(t jbmax ,Tj + K · σj), (11)

where σj is the standard deviation of trait j and K is the
specified number of standard deviations to detect outliers.

The third part is normalization, which may scale the data
set such that all trait values are in the range [0, 1]. This
is a crucial factor in guaranteeing that the plant breeding
evaluation model is effectively trained, and is defined as:

T ′j =
Tj −min(Tj)

max(Tj)−min(Tj)
, (12)

where max(Tj) and min(Tj) are the maximum and minimum
values of trait j, respectively.

After these three parts of data preprocessing, the origi-
nal data are ready for coupled representation (as shown in
section II), which is the input for feature selection that will
be introduced in the next section.

C. FEATURE SELECTION
The coupled representation of quantitative traits can be
used to train the plant breeding evaluation model. However,
the dimension of T c is expected to have a lot of columns
because of the multiplication of n and L, and some of the

Ru =



C(T11,T11) · · · C(T11,T1L) · · · C(T11,Tn1) · · · C(T11,TnL)
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

C(T1L ,T11) · · · C(T1L ,T1L) · · · C(T1L ,Tn1) · · · C(T1L ,TnL)
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

C(Tn1,T11) · · · C(Tn1,T1L) · · · C(Tn1,Tn1) · · · C(Tn1,TnL)
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

C(TnL ,T11) · · · C(TnL ,T1L) · · · C(TnL ,Tn1) · · · C(TnL ,TnL)


, (6)
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coupled traits have no relationship with the breeding deci-
sions. Therefore, we try to select a smaller number of features
to reduce the dimension and capture the characteristics and
structure of the coupled representation data to further improve
the efficiency of plant breeding evaluation.

Lots of feature selection technologies use feature rank-
ing to select the best features; however, a good feature ranking
criterion is not necessarily a good feature subset ranking
criterion. Therefore, we use a recursive feature elimination
(RFE) [21] to select features by producing a feature subset
ranking as opposed to a feature ranking. Feature subsets are
nested as:

T s(1) ⊂ T s(2) ⊂ · · ·T s(n · L), (13)

where T s(i) is a selected subset of coupled traits that contains
i trait elements, and T s(n·L) = T c is the entire set of T c. After
the feature subset selection, the subset that gains the best
predictive performance will be selected as the final feature
selection result T s, which can be defined as:

T s = argmax
i∈[1,n·L]

f (T s(i)), (14)

where f (x) is the predictive performance of the estimator,
with x as its data set.

Algorithm 1 RFE of Plant Breeding Evaluation
Input:

< C,T c,E >: the coupled traits and evaluations of the
cultivars in set C .

Output:
T s: the selected subset of traits.

1: Step 1. initialize the feature subset T s = T s(i) = T c

containing i = n · L trait elements, and the global
predictive performance P = 0;

2: Step 2. train the classifier with T s(i) and E , get the
coefficients of traits c(i), and compute the predictive
performance P(i);

3: Step 3. if P(i) > P, update P = P(i) and T s = T s(i);
4: Step 4. if i > 1, get Tj = argminTj∈T s(i) c(i), and set
T s(i− 1) = T s(i)− Tj;

5: Step 5. set i = i − 1, and recursively produce Step 2 to
Step 5 until i = 1;

6: Step 6. use T s as the selected subset of traits.

As shown in Algorithm 1, RFE is used to select traits
by recursively considering increasingly smaller sets with an
external estimator that computes predictive performance and
assigns coefficients of different traits. RFE eliminates some
of the coupled traits and retains a minimum subset of features
that yields the best classification performance. In this paper,
SVM was selected as the estimator and used as the classifier
in the fourth step.

IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, experiments were performed on several plant
breeding data sets; specifically, there were four qualification

TABLE 2. Descriptions of data sets.

trials at the T2 level from a breeding company in 2019
(Table 2) to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed
coupled feature representation and plant breeding evaluation
approach.

The experiments included two parts, coupled representa-
tion analysis and plant breeding evaluation, to analyze the
influence of different parameters on coupled representation
and the performance of proposed algorithms compared with
several benchmark algorithms.

A. COUPLED REPRESENTATION ANALYSIS
Coupled trait representation is key to accomplishing plant
breeding evaluation because it reveals the mutual influ-
ence and interactions of phenotypic traits. As mentioned in
section II, our proposed coupling relationship integrates the
linear correlation and ordinal relationship to fit the field
specificity in the plant breeding area. In the following exper-
iments, effective approaches for using these two kinds of
relationships will be discussed.

As indicated in Equ. 2, Equ. 6 and Equ. 9, the proposed
coupled feature representation is strongly dependent on two
parameters: the maximum expansion power L and the bal-
ance parameter α. The influence of these two parameters
will be discussed using a 10-fold cross-validation strategy
with a linear SVM classifier. Here, classification accuracy
was used to validate the advantage of the coupled feature
representation.

Fig. 2 shows the performance of different L (i.e., L = 2
to 6) with the Pearson correlation coefficient. It was clear that
the linear SVM classifier on coupled representation always
outperformed that built on the original representation for
almost every data set; the exception, D4, will be discussed
in the next experiment. It was found that L = 4 or 5
was the empirically optimal value for capturing the global
couplings of traits, which was similar to the findings of [17].
In the following experiments, we fixed L to be 4. Therefore,
the hypothesis that the coupled feature representation can
help improve the classification accuracy in plant breeding is
accepted.

To further validate the effectiveness of our proposed cou-
pling relationship, the influence of the balance parameter was
verified by classification performance. As shown in Fig. 3,
our proposed coupled representation almost always outper-
formed the original representation. However, for D1, the cou-
pled representation had the worst performance while α = 0,
and this was even worse than the original representation;
that is, only using the Kendall rank correlation coefficient
could not capture the coupling relationships between traits.
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FIGURE 2. The performance of different L.

Similarly, for D4, the coupled representation had the worst
performance while α = 1, and this was also worse than
the original representation; this means that only using Pear-
son correlation coefficient also could not capture the cou-
pling relationships. Consequently, the coupled representation
performed worse than the original representation, as shown
in Fig. 2d. It was clear that integrating the Pearson corre-
lation coefficient and Kendall rank correlation coefficient
always outperformed only using the linear correlation or the
ordinal relationship. The value of the balance parameter α
that is believed to reflect the best performance of different
data sets may differ; this is because breeders of different
trials have diverse breeding strategies. Therefore, we fixed
α from 0 to 1 and reported the best results in the following
experiments.

B. PERFORMANCE OF EVALUATION ALGORITHMS
Experiments were carried out to evaluate the performance of
our proposed plant breeding evaluation algorithm, compared
with some benchmark algorithms, including classic SVM,
the Lasso algorithm, and the ElasticNet method, with both
the original presentation and the coupled trait representation
(−O and −C , respectively). These comparative experiments

were designed to evaluate the effect of coupled trait rep-
resentation, feature selection, and the RFE algorithm. The
comparison of different representations of the same method
showed the impact of missing the coupled data representation
component on the evaluation performance while the compari-
son of the same representations of different method indicated
the effectiveness of RFE feature selection method. We use
10-fold cross-validation to verify their performance on plant
breeding data sets.

Table 3 reports the accuracy and standard deviation results
of the four approaches with the two data representations for
four data sets. The bold cells indicate the best result for that
data set. Larger values reflect better accuracy, and smaller
standard deviations indicate better performance, because of
the stronger stability of the value. It was obvious that, for
each pair of the same approach for different data represen-
tations, the coupled representation outperformed the original
representation with regard to both accuracy and standard
deviation for almost all data sets, except for the standard
deviation of Lasso-C and ElasticNet-C in D4 (highlighted
by italics). The accuracy was improved by at most 7.0% and
the average improvement was 3.6%; the standard deviation
was reduced at most by 63%, whereas the average reduction
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FIGURE 3. The performance of different α.

TABLE 3. Accuracy performance with ± sample standard deviation.

was 39% because of the coupled trait representation. There-
fore, the coupled representation can lead to accuracy and sta-
bility improvement of plant breeding evaluation algorithms.

None of the three feature selection approaches (i.e., Lasso,
ElasticNet, and RFE) effectively improved the accuracy
or standard deviation of SVM for the original represen-
tation. However, for coupled representation, ElasticNet-C
and RFE-C improved accuracy by about 2.1% and 2.4%,

respectively, and reduced standard deviation about 26% and
33%, respectively, on average, compared with SVM-C. This
finding demonstrates the effectiveness of feature selection.
However, Lasso-O performed similarly to SVM-O for almost
all the data sets; this means that the L1 regularizer could not
capture the sparse feature of coupled traits. This findings was
further verified by the information included in Table 4; the
selected feature numbers of Lasso-C were very different from
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TABLE 4. Selected feature numbers.

those of ElasticNet-C and RFE-C, whereas the latter twowere
very similar. Moreover, RFE-C outperformed ElasticNet-C
with regard to both accuracy and stability for most data sets.
In addition, as a nonparametric method, RFE is more suitable
for plant breeding evaluation, because of the transformation
ability between different trials.

Overall, the effectiveness of our proposed plant breeding
evaluation framework was verified because RFE-C improved
both accuracy and stability compared with the baseline
SVM-O, with about 6.0% accuracy improvement and 56%
standard deviation reduction.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, our computer-aided decision-making solution in
plant breeding evaluation was introduced to adapt the high-
throughput demand and insufficient experience of breeders
in modern large-scale field breeding experiments, including
a coupled feature representation scheme that integrates both
linear correlation and ordinal relationship via a unified form
of intra-coupled and inter-coupled relationships, and a plant
breeding evaluation framework and algorithm. Experiments
on several real breeding data sets were conducted to analyze
the effect of preset parameters and show the effectiveness
of our proposed coupled representation and plant breeding
evaluation algorithm.

The contribution of this paper can be summarized as:

• A framework including data preprocessing, coupled data
representation, feature selection, prediction model con-
struction, and assisted decision-making was proposed to
solve problems associated with typical plant breeding
evaluation.

• A unified coupled representation scheme that integrates
the intra-coupled and inter-coupled interactions was pro-
posed to capture the interdependence among quantita-
tive traits by addressing coupling context and coupling
weights.

• A hybrid scheme of the linear correlation and ordinal
relation was proposed to express the coupling relation-
ship with a preset parameter that balances their influence
in plant breeding evaluation.

• The effectiveness of the coupled representation and
plant breeding evaluation algorithm was demonstrated
via experiments on real plant breeding data sets
that compared our approach with several benchmark
approaches.
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